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PHOTOMETRIC STUDY OF THE PROFILES OF THE 
FRAUNHOFER LINES IN THE SOLAR SPECTRUM 

PART 1. Mg b. GROUP 

By Y. PARAMASIV A RAO 
AND 

C. K. ANANTHASUBRAHMANY AM 

,ABSTRA'::'T The paper cOIlsi!-.ts of the results of the photometric studies carried out h~' 
the:authors during the Ja"t year. Afttr a brief description of the irl)provemellt~ and refine· 
ments perfected in the Dired-Reading Photo-electric Spectrophotoil1eter described I,y 
Narayan and Ananthasuhrahmanyalll, the use of the instrument in the study of the line ('ontours 
is discussed. Contours obtained by photographic photometry and this instrument are given. 

Accurate measurements ~f the intensity distribution in the abEorption lines 
in the solar spectrum at various points across the sun's disc are tleCesEary for a 
correct appreciation of the me<:hanislll of absorption in the solar ~tl110~phele. 

All the strong lines in the solar spectrum have been studied by more than one 
author; but the resuits of the different \\ orkers do not show the necessary 

I 
degree of agreemc~t that it cans fQr further work. In continuation of the work 
carried out by Royds and Narayan! on the strong lines of hydrogen and ionised 
calCium, a study of the mg. b group lines was undertaken ' 

, All the measurements of the jnt~l1sity distributions in the absorption lines 
have been made till now by the method of photographic photometry. T11is method 
yields accurate results jf suitabie precautions are adopted. But it' is involved 
and laborious requiring separate callibration marks, etc. In recent yeats attempts 
have been made by some physkists to use a photo· electric cell and an' amplifju 
to measure the intensity distribution in 'spectral lillCS d;Jectly without re(Our~c 
to photography. In a paper on "A Precision Read illg Phot-o-dectrio:: Spectro
photometer" Narayan and Ananthas'ubrahmanyam2 have described· sl1ch a 
photo-electric photometer. The -instrument was constructed by the~1 at the 
Solar Physics Observatory' a,nd forms a permanent feature of the eq\lipment,of 
the 'Observatory. In the present paper the results obtained by the photographic 
method ~l1d \\"ith the direr:t-re~dinginstrllment are givel1. Since the hlstrumellt 
was set up, many improvements have been made ill the lig-ht of experknce. As 
this ~ is the first paper reporting results "\\ ith the' improved instrument a short 
accoupt is given of the modifications. The chief advantage of this method over 
photographic photometry li~i5 ill the saying of time. 
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DIRECT.READING PHQTO·ELECTRIC PHOTOMETER 

The photo-electric current due to thl; light from any point in the spectral 
line is 'very minute and needs an amplification of many times. A single tube 
amplifier was first tried and found unsatisfactory. Fluctuations in th~ voltages 
of the filament and 'plate batteries cause a gradual drift in the' zero" reading of the 
galvano~eter which measures the amplified current. Among' the various ampli· 
fication circuits tried, a two-tube balanced circuit described by Dubridge3 has 
been found most satisfactory. When the circuit is properly baJanced, variations 
of battery voltages do not aHect the galvanometer and the measurements are 
thus more reliable. The circuit and the method of balancing are essentially 
the same as given by Dubridge and hence are not described here. 

Osram electrometer triode ttlbes have been used in tile amplifier circuit. 
They have a very high grid input resistance equal to 101 " ohms. On account 
of this very good grid insulation greater amplification can be achieved by using 
high grid leak resistances. Some difficulty was experienced in preparing 'suitable 
grid l~ak l'esistances high enough to tak~ fuh~dvantage of tbegrid ins'1.11ation of 
the valves. Resistances of the order of Io'~.oh1l1s an; usually made with xylol· 

~. " ' I : ' " . I"., , 

a1coholmixtures enclosed in soft gla&s tubes with sealed-in platinum electrodes 
~r by drawing !ndian ink or lead pencil lines on paper 6r unglazed porceiain. 
The authors have' tried all: these and found them unsuitable due to tesidual 
and variable' polarisation. The material finally employed "is colloidal graphite. 
It forms ~ tenaciotts coating on glass, tne resistance of which depends on tlie 
density and the thickness of the film. ' 
"A piece of pyrex rod about 8 mm. in diameterand 6 crn. long is ground for 

a space of few i};i'nimetnis at eachepd by holding' £pi~ce of einery' papet against 
the rod as it is rotated: and a narrow 16rigitudinal grinding is then made along 
the length.' FaIrly concentratedaqueon5 solution of colloidal graphfteis applied' 
on 'the' ground' POitiollS' near 'each eiJq, otthe i·od.· Brass caps with' projecting 
\vlrels for leads are th~n '~ast on the ends ~nd a concentr~ted' dispersion' ofc6Hoidal 
'gr~'phite is then. brushed on 'these 'hp's'illJd the fbd dOv\'l1 for afe\VltliJilimetres. 
1'he' fine lopgitudimtlgrinding' is then brushed '~'ith 'a very dilute' aq'tieolls 
soiUtion. 'In on:l"er' to'obtliil1' adhesive and' dUrable films the gltl'SS surface'slwuld 
'first be carefully cleaned' ano drU:i"din' war~air.<rhe colloidalg,raphit'e films 
"fullction:'1:iest after beIng 'lJ:i.kedat'asuffidently high temperaturewbidr ensures 
the renl'o~al' of a:l1'iiioistuie. The'resistance5arefinaHy, :d;ipped 'j,:n' " g'}yptal 
fadiUer"aml,. allowed' 'to My;" Tests made, on't'helie'resistan'ces irIdic/ate tbM 1hey 
'21Yc fi'~e IrOm polari~atidn,'al1d have also a llcgligible telllperatui:e'cb'effiti~!lr.' 

Ai; die' "implifica:ti~n 'j's <~d'Y! lireat-it is neces$ar'~ to"SCleen tli~!all\it)li:6er 
thorbtlgli1Y". In tnk casel the photo-electiiccell with the, ''amplifying'; valves, !alld ' 

. grld leak resistances is placed in a heavy' ~astjiron cylinderfbr t:ife pUrPbse of 
cutting out' electrical and magnetic disturbances.' The'! cyliiJdet • \\'ss .. 'thell 
evacuated by meanS of Ceneo HyVac-punip. This evacuatio11 removes any"j11m 
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of moisture from the valve surfaces and improves the insulation, resulting m a 
marked improvement in the performance and considerable increase ill sensitivity. 
The amplification circnit so constructed was highly sensitive and steady. 

The mechanical parts have been described in detail in the earlier paper. 
A scanning slit of adjustable width can be moved across the length of the 
spectrum by a micrometer screw worked by a divided drum head. The rotation 
of the drLll11 head through each division displaces the slit through 0.005 cm. 
But the drum can be worked at smaller intervals. The light from the scanning 
slit is deflected by a right-angle prism and reaches the photo-cell. A sensitive 
galvanometer is fed with the amplified current and the deflection of the galvano
meter is a measure of the current. If light from successive points in any absorp
tion line is allowed to affect the photo-electric cell, the corresponding deflections 
of the galvanometer are proportional to the intensity at those points in the 
spectral line. The resolving power of the instrument depends on t11e width of 
the scanning slit which "was kept sufflCiently narrow. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A :w-foot cOllcave grating spectrograph in Eagle mount was employed in the 
photographic method. The photographs are made in the third order, giving 
a dispersion of 0.9 A per mm. in the region 5100 to 5200 A. Since 5tray radiations 
due to reflection and scattering by the optical parts are a troublesome source of 
error in this type of ,'lork, special precautions are taken to reduce it to a minimum_ 
All the inner parts are painted dull black and several diaphragms are mounted 
inside so that there is no chance for any light to be reflected into the spectrum 
from the iuner walls of the spectrograph. A double monochromator which allows 
only the small required region of waveiengths is used in front of a slit of the 
spectrograph. This device reduced the scattered light to the minill1Ulll. As the 
111onochromator filtered out the other regions of the spectrum, overlapping of the 
different orders was also overcome by this device. 

The Sun's image is formed by the I3-inch object glass of the Observatory 
fed from an IS-inch siderostat. The diameter of the image is about 60 mm. 
The SUI1 's image is formed on a plate in front of the vertical slit of the double 
monochromator_ On this plate concentric circles were inscribed to facilitate 
accurate guiding of the Sun's image which was kept concentric with the circle. 
In order to obtain spectra from different points of the Sun's disc a series of 
small holes are drilled along a horizontal diameter of the circle and their positi0115 
are accurately measured. By displacing the slit plate honzontally so as to bring 
any of these boles exactly central 011 the slit of the mOllochromator, Sun's image 
also being displaced to be concentric ",,·ith the inscribed circles, spectm would be 
obtained frori1 different points on the Sun's disc. 

6- I 423P- 1II 
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A step wedge was used to record the standardising spectra in the photo
graphic method. The wedge was always placed in front of the plate for which 
position it was also calibrated. All the spectra on anyone plate had identically 
the same exposure. The necessary precautjons have been adopted in the process 
of development. The plates were microphotometered with the Cambridge photo
electric microphotometer of the Observatory. The densities on the plate were 
converted into the intensities with the aid of the calibration marks. 

In the measurements with the direct-reading instrument a glass iittrow 
spectrograph giving a dispersion of 4.4 A per. 111m. has been used. All pre
cantions necessary to minimise scattered light were observed. But the mono
chromator was 110t employed with this method. The rest of the arrangement is 
the same as in the other method. The background in the neighbourhood of the h, 
line gives a galvanometer deflection of about 25 crn. with the scale at a distance 
of I metre. The drum head is set at successive intervals and the galvanometer 
deflection is noted in each positio11. 4 to 5 Angstroms on either side of the 
centre of ahsorption line, until the intensity reaches the background, are thus 
covered. Where faint absorption lines are present, observations are made at 
closer intervals. Knowing the dispersion of the spectrograph and the pitch of 
the screw, the drum readings can be converted into wavelengths. The galvano
meter deflections plotted against the wavelengths give the intensity distribution in 
the spectral line. 

By the photographic method four separate measurements are made and the 
mean values are reported. With the direct-reading instrument more observations 
(eight) could be made on account of the ease of operation; the mean value is 
adopted. Observations were taken only under conditions of good sky. By the 
photographic method measurements were made upon the 3 lines at the centre 
of tIle sun's disc, equatorial and polar limbs and at other points across the disc. 
The studies by the second method were confined to the centre or the sun's disc. 

RESULTS 

(li) Pha/agraphic Method.-The intensity districntiolls in 1he b j line 
(A. = 5183.62) of magnesium at the centre of the sun's disc and the equatorial al1c1 
polar limbs are presented in Table 1. The intensity at every point is expressed 
as a percentage of the background, which is chosen from a point free from absorp
tion near the line. The absorptioll in the line is not symmetrical about the centre. 
The readings given in the table correspond to the mean of the iniensities at 
equal distances on either side fro111 the cel1tre of the line. The distance from 
the centre is expressed in arbitrary 11nits cho~en for com·el1ience. In the estima
tion of i11tellsitics faint absorption lines 011 the photometric trace are smoothed 
ont· 
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'I'AIlI,ll I 

Ili stance from Intensity at the Il1tensitv at thl' Intensity at the 
the centre centre" of the equatorial polar limb 

sun's disc limo 
----- -.---- -------~"---- --------

0 15 21 '-" ~J 

10 25 35 36 
20 35 46 46 
30 43 "" .;,) 54 
40 51 60 60 
50 57 65 65 
60 63 68 69 
70 67 73 74 
80 71 76 78 
90 75 79 81 

100 78 81 84 
IIO 81 84 86 
120 83 86 88 
130 85 88 90 
140 87 90 92 
ISO 89 92 94 
16;) 91 94 95 
'70 94 96 95 
180 96 97 97 
19Q 96 98 98 
200 98 98 98 

The absorption is greater at the centre of the sun's disc than at the limbs. 
But it is evident that there is little difierence between the equatorial and polar 
limbs. The distribution of intensity in the b I iine at the limb and the centre is 
plotted in Fig. I. 

40 
- CENTRo 
-'- LIMB 

°O~----4~O----~8~O~---t~O~--~~~O----2~OO 
DISTANCE FROM CfNTRE 

FIG. I 
Distribution of intensity in the 111 line 

The profiles of the lines, '\=5183.62,5172.70 and 5167.33 have bCt!ll sludied 
at the centre of the disc, the limbs and at four oHler points on the disc., Every 
line shows a progressive decrease in absorption as we proceed from the cel1tre of 
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the ellsc to the limb. The intl:llsity distrilmtiull tabks correSl'Onditlg to different 
points 011 the sun's disc are not presented, as in the present. slate of the tlH:on;tical 

knowledge of absorption the equivalent width is more im[Jortant than the actual 
proi1les. The value obtained for the cquivalt'l1t width of any line depends to a 
certain degree on the point to which the extreme extent of the line is judged 
to stretch. Care has been taken to estimate the extent of the wings as accurately 
as possible. Table II gives the equivalent width of A= 5183.62 A line at different 
points across the disc. The distance of the point from the centre is expressed as 
a fraction of the radius of the sun's image. 

Distance froUl the 
centre 

TABLE II 

Cenlral i lltcllsity 
(% of lJad:ground) 

Hquivalen1. ~-I-_uNIIf 

000 15·5 1.46 4 go x 1(111; 

18.7 1·45 4· S4 

1.40 4.51 

0·70 1.42 4.64 

20.6 1·34 4·1.\ 

0.98 1.17 3·20 

TABLE III 

'. Distan~e from the -I' Central intensity 
centle I't~ of bat"kgrouncl) Equivalent width NIH 

0.00 

0.36 

0·55 

0·70 

0.g6 

0.g8 

16.2 

19.0 

19·5 

rg·3 

2I.2 

24.8 

0.g1 

0.89 

0.87 

0.85 

0.80 

1.75 

Tables III and IV are similar to Table II but correspond to the lines 
and 5I67·33 A. The equivalent width which may be considered to be a 
of the total absorption diminishes from the centre of the disc to the limb. 

51 72.70 
measure 
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TABU IV 

Distauce from the Central intensity I 
I Equivalent \\'idth NEf centre (% of background) I 

--

0.00 16·5 0.68 1.07 x 1016 

0.36 r8.9 0.66 Lor 

0·55 19·6 0.64 0·95 

0·70 19·9 0.63 0.9 2 

0.96 22.0 

I 
0.60 0.83 

0.98 24·9 0.56 0·73 

Unsold has derived the formula that in the case of absorption Hnes where 
the Doppler broadening is small the equivalent width is given by 

W= 1l'e~ "-0 j2IT vNHf 
mc 2 3" 

(1) 

where W is the equivalent width, "-0 is the wavelength at the centre of the 
absorption line, N is the number of abso~bing atoms reI' c.c., f is the oscillator 
strength for the particular line and H is the height of the atmosphere. If the 
Doppler broadening is large enough to predominate to such an extent that 
radiation damping may be neglected altogether, the equivalent width is given by 

V-/=_7T_ "-6 NHf. 
mc'2 

(2) 

Neither of the equations correctly represents absorption lines in the solar spectrum 
where Doppler broadening is neither too large nor negligible. Where both 
types of effects are present, equation (r) gives the upper limit and (2) the lower 
limit of the number of atoms. The NHf values presented in Tables II, III a11d 
IV are calculated from equation (r) and hence represent the upper limit. From 
the equivalent width of any line at different points on the disc it is possible to 
calculate the de11sity of atoms giving rise to the line at different heights in the 
sun's atmosphere, if t, the oscillator strength, is known. For the magnesium 
line, f has not been theoretically evaluated. So no attempt has been made to 
calculate the actual densities. 

The sum rule of Burger and Dorgelo predicts for the intensity of the M!I-b 

lines, the ratio of'S: '3: 1. According to equation (r) there is direct propor
tionality between Wand vNHj. For all the lines in a multiplet the thickness 
of the reversing layer, H, is the same. The value of Nt shall be proportional 
to the multiplet intensities. If, therefore, the square-root law is to hold, the 
observed total intensities (i.e., the equivalent width) should be in the ratio of 
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V 5: '/3: 1. 11he ratio of the total intensities at the centre and the limb arc 
shown in 'l'abie V. They do 110t correspond to tllC square· root la\\'o 

TABLE V 

Ratio oj Total Intensities 

Centre 

Limo 
, , 
I 

Ratio of : 
,.15": ,/s: I I 

(b) Direct-Reading MetJzod.-The distribution of intensity in the bJ line, as 
measured by the direct-reading method, is given in Table VI. The distances frol11 

the centre on each side (i.e., increasing and decreasing ,yaVelellgtlJ) are exprEssEd 
in terms of the drum readings. 

TABLE VI 

I D~""i"g W,,',l,",th ' 

I--)i-s-ta-n-c-e -fr-o-n-l TI-In-t-en-s-it-y-, I-~istance ~01l1-r:tens-H~'-
the Centre I ' the Centre I -

Increasing Wavelength 

i I I "---
I 17.0 

I 
17·0 ° 0 

I 28.1 1 24·3 
2 39. 1 2 37·S 
3 .'io.8 3 I SI-! 

3~ 54·2 4 

I 

6fi·5 
4 59·2 5 78.2 
~1~ 63 0 6 81.9 
5 74·5 7 

I 

84. 1 
6 847 8 85. 6 
7 88·3 9 87·2 
8 88.8 10 87.4 
9 86·5 10~ 85.1 

10 84·7 1I 88·5 
lOt 84·9 12 92·7 
II 87·3 I3 947 
12 9o'6 14 95. 1 
13 94·0 IS 90 .8 
14" 955 I5~' 86·5 
IS 97·4 16 90.1 
16 98.9 17 96.1 
- - 18 99·7 
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The profile of the line is plotted in Fig, ·2· The asymmetry of the.lioe is seen 
clearly in the figure, For calculating the equivalent width. the other absorption 

DISrANCf FROM CENTRE 

;0 15 /0 5 0 oS 10 15 20 
~ INCREASING WAVE~'Nr-;TH D£CR[ASING WAII£L£IYGTk _ 

FIG. 2 

'l'he Profile of the line 

lines seen in the graph are smoothed out and the area within that curve is 
computed. This gives an equivalent width of 1.63 which compares wei! ,,,,ith 
that obtained by the other method. The dispersion of the spectrograph used 
with the direct-reading instrument is smaller than that em:ployed in the photo
graphic method. Better agreem~nt can be secured by using a spectrograph of 
higher dispersion with the direct· reading photometer. The detailed distribution 
in b2 and b3 lines is no't given here but the equivalent widths calculated from 
the data are presented in Table VII. 

A comparative table giving the equivalent width and central intensity 
obtaillec1 for the three lines by the authors and other workers is given below. 

TABLE VII 

: I 
1 __ ~_~~3_._6 ___ I ____ 5~~~~~~_j _ .. __ .~~:~.~ ____ _ 

I c. I. i E. W. I c. 1. I E. W. I c, 1. I E. W. 

Observer 

-~-l~-~k-~~-t-tS---'-~'----' ~~ ~:~~ ~~ ~:~~ 17 I 0.63 --

Righini6 IS 1.55 16 
Allen'/ I I 1.60 

Photographic ml'llzod 16 146 
.' uthors 17 1.63 
lJ)irl'ct-reading 1I11'lilOdi 

J2 
16 
18 

1.35 
r.20 
0.96 
1.0.2 

(' r. = Central Intensity expressed a::: per(,e'l1tllge. 
II- \;\.,'. = Equivalent \Vidt;l]. 

J6 0·75 
17 0,68 
19 0.76 
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The authors have used a dotlble monochromator besides adopting the other 
usual devices to minimise the scattered light. Spectrogral)h used in the photo
graphic method is of a high dispersion. It can, therefore, be taken that thf': 
results of the authors are more accurate than those obtained by other ·workers. 

The measurements by the direct-reading method illustrate the efficiency 
and dependability of the apparatus for studying the intensity distribution in the 
spectral lines. The use of the symmetrical balanced amplifier has overcome the 
tendency of zero drift and rendered the observations quite reliable. The accuracy 
of the l11eaSUl ements is as good as that by the method of photographic photometry. 
The labour involved in that method is saved and observations may be made with 
c011siderable ease and quick11ess. It is proposed to study the profiles of the strong 
Fraunhofer lines across the sun's disc a11d ill sunspots with this instrument. 

The authors take this opportunity to thank Dr. A L. Narayan, Director of 
the Observatory, under whose guidance the ,'lork "vas carried out. 

~nL'\R PHYSICS OnSIIRVA1'ORY, 
Kon·\IK.\)HL. 
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